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the current political structures to implement required chang
es, in a way excluding pauperization of broad strata of the
population, and a high unemployment level. From this point
of view, the pope's interview looks like a balanced assess
ment of the situation.

Interview: Vyecheslav Chornovil

'Destructive forces
threaten Ukraine'
Vyecheslav Chornovil is founder and leader of the Rukh.
the independence movement in Ukraine. He was imprisoned
many times in the Soviet Union for his political beliefs and

of the social democrats in the beginnlng of our work, because
a regulatory role of the state will still be needed, until the
average level of living standards ris4s. But in the ideal case,
we believe that such interference sh�uld be minimal.
EIR: This is the position of the po�: to help the weak. And
the state should only create the parameters, such that every
individual could develop himself. In connection with the hard
economic situation in eastern Euro , the pope has given an
interview [to Jas Gawronski, publishbl in La Stampa in Italy,
and quoted in the London Guardian r-fov. 2], bearing on draw
backs of modem liberal capitalism �nd the "shock therapy"
policy in the countries of eastern Eurqpe.
What is your opinion
.
of this policy?
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Chornovil: Unfortunately, I have n�t gotten acquainted with

the interview of Pope John Paul II. C�ncerning the shock ther
apy policy: It is impossible here, befause our people are too
poor and they could not stand such � policy today. It seems
to me that this policy has been workipg in Estonia, and given
positive results. There is no univers approach.
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activities. first in 1967. then during 1967-69. 1972-79. and

EIR: From the standpoint of inte · ational policy, Ukraine

1980-85. He is a member of Parliament of Ukraine. Mr.

became a "forgotten" country. The est turned all its atten
tion to Russia, only encouraging Ukr ine to abandon its nucle
ar weapons. Have you any advice f�r western politicians?
Chornovil: I was saying these thi gs all the time I was in
America, and met congressmen and ther officials, and when
I met members of Parliament in Gteat Britain, and during
meetings with German or French c leagues. It seems to me
that Europe realizes our situation be r than the United States
does.
I
But this situation depends on ou elves as well. If we have

Chornovil was interviewed for EIR by Karl-Michael Vitt on
Nov. 7 in Kiev. The answers were translated from Ukrainian
by Victor Petrenko.

EIR: How do you see the future of Ukraine, in connection

with the new parliamentary election?
Chornovil: How should I put it, to be frank? My mood is
not so optimistic. Under conditions of such acute economic
depression, with such a high rate of inflation, and mass pau
perization of the population, great opportunities are being
opened for our "leftists:" They are trying to arouse among the
population's nostalgia for the communist times of the past,
and a negative attitude to reforms, above all economic re
forms.
And it is very difficult to forecast the results of the upcom
ing elections: There are still five months ahead, and the de
structive processes in our society, in our economy, are going
at an accelerating rate. If the elections took place today, we
all anti-communist forces-would have the possibility to get
half, or even more, of the seats in the Parliament. But it is
difficult to say what will happen in five months. All the more
so, as the communists have preserved organizational unity,
and our parties and organizations are nearly "newborns."
EIR: Do you consider Rukh to be a social democratic party?
Chornovil: I respect social democrats very much, but I am

not a social democrat. We are an organization of the center,
which is close to Christian democratic principles. Concerning
economic development, we still stand for a liberal economy,
though we realize that under our conditions of mass pauperiza
tion of the people-which were reached due to the commu
nists-we would be forced to take something from programs
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the old nomenklatura still in power i� Ukraine, if the reforms
don't proceed, then the attitude [to ard us] is not the best.
Concerning nuclear capabilities,lit' s true that we are more

�

involved in discussion of this, due to 9ur possession of nuclear
weapons. Were it not for these arm�, we would be forgotten
the next day. I do not champion lea ing them here for a long
time, but I am against our being tallfed to in the language of
ultimata. This problem is a proble� of time, and an issue of
national security.
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EIR: In view of the increasing t
at of international con
flicts in the former U.S.S.R., do y�u see any prospects for
eastern Europe, which can be dra�n from the Peres-Arafat
agreement, especially from its econpmical issues?
Chornovil: It is not so topical for �aine, because we do
not have such tense national relatiops. Even the situation in
the Crimea is not too acute. What we I:tave there is not a nation
alist, but a nomenklatura attempt t<l break the Crimea away
from Ukraine, to create some kind of� preserve of old communist system.
I
But, in general, I consider this �eement a positive one.
It is another question, to what extent it is real. But the step
was very important.
I
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